DigiGST®
Your one stop solution for GST compliance
How do you ensure a complete and country-wide GST compliance for your company?

Legacy methods of tax compliance are complex and time-consuming, a one-stop digital platform will help you save on time and resources.

**Our DigiGST® offering hosted on a secure cloud is your single point solution for GST compliance.**

An integrated GSP (Government approved GST compliance service provider) - ASP (Application service provider) solution, DigiGST® is as an intelligent, robust and scalable cloud-hosted proprietary GST compliance solution.
DigiGST®: Achievements

Helped to file almost 27% of transactions routed through GSPs
Approximately 8% of the overall transactions reported with the GSTN

Over 160 million invoices processed and submitted to the GSTN
Over US$21 billion outward tax liability reported through DigiGST®

23,500+ GSTR-1 filed through DigiGST®
(Figures till February 2018 tax period)

What makes DigiGST® a market leader

1. Built by the GST professionals with deep sector knowledge with 200+ intelligent validations.
2. Intuitive standardised tax analytics dashboards with the option to customize dashboards.
3. Scalable and robust architecture. Customizable and configurable as per client needs.
4. Integrated GSP-ASP “Compliance as a Service” offering.
5. Cost-effective Software as a Service (SaaS) based solution.
6. Secure ISO27001 certified technology platform hosted and developed at Azure data centres.
DigiGST®: Salient features

1. Our purpose-built, intelligent and customizable DigiGST® framework has been developed from the ground up based on our deep GST domain and sector knowledge to ensure an end-to-end GST compliance.

2. It can help reduce working capital blockage through appropriate tax payment, timely credits and reporting as well as achieving an optimal cost of compliance with an efficient cloud services model.

3. It is delivered as SaaS (Software as a Service).

4. It is an ISO 27001 certified data security platform with a full-fledged information security management system.

5. It ensures data privacy via an end-to-end encryption of data in transit and at rest. We have instituted advanced security measures to prevent data theft and have in place a 24X7 monitoring of the system using EY’s own Security Operations Centre (SOC).

6. It comes with a rich set of canned reports and also allows users to generate reports on the fly by selecting from a large list of parameters. The dashboards are highly intuitive and are available in standard as well as customisable options.

7. It is capable of intelligent validations, with a list of more than 200 validations ranging from a duplication check, GSTIN validation to an original document and Point of Sale (PoS) validation.

8. It does not require any additional hardware or software requirements, keeping system maintenance costs in check.

9. It has the flexibility for customization by company, business units and sector. It has a robust in-memory multi-level reconciliation for timely error detection and appropriate credit availment.

10. It allows companies to have control, security and privacy while interacting with the GST system via the EY GSP. The suite provides a platform to monitor the GST compliance of the company’s business ecosystem including supply-end vendors and delivery-end distribution partners.
**Seamless transition**

Just three quick and easy steps will ensure a seamless migration from your existing provider to DigiGST®.

1. **Step 01**
   - Mapping of current data elements
   - Minimum transformations
   - Quick on-boarding of users

2. **Step 02**
   - Choice of web upload / data connectors
   - Choice of data transmission modes - SFTP, Web Upload, API
   - Quick User Acceptance Testing in DigiGST

3. **Step 03**
   - Handholding - Compliances with seamless continuity

**The EY advantage**

1. Market leader in tax with experience in managing the largest tax transformation projects in India
2. Leading GST practice in India with the largest pool of indirect tax professionals, spread across 12 cities
3. Cross-sector experience and credentials in GST implementation
4. Trusted brand with advance digital capabilities and proven IT expertise
5. ISO 27001 certified Security Operations Centers (SOCs) in India for constant monitoring and control of data security
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